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FRIDAY 21st SEPTEMBER
The early bird catches the worm. Or maybe the really early worms just tend not to get caught?
Either way, assorted birds and worms winged/slithered their respective ways over to Cirencester
for our umpteenth Hash Away Weekend, but for the first ever in Cirencester. They didn’t know
what was about to hit them!
Run faster boys - we’re almost there!
In the Ant Hill Mob were the Marlovians along with special
guest star Mr Eager and his newly-acquired Fat Bike, who
had declared previously that he wanted “a damned good
thrashing this weekend” (referring to the Fat Bike, one
presumes).
Such was the ‘relaxedness’ in the
Ant Hill Mob’s car that Sooper
Cooper was even persuaded to stop for a McDonalds enroute,
breaking about 8 of his ‘uncrossable’ boundaries in the process.
Meanwhile, in the Boulder Mobile were
the Wycombites (well closer to Wycombe
than to Marlow at any rate). I should point
out that I have been instructed to make
clear that the Boulder Mobile is merely a
reflection on the vehicle, not the occupants
(the Slag Brothers)
Sooper submits to the ‘dark side’...
The two vehicles had originally intended to rendezvous en route,
but the Ant Hill Mob (complete with their keg of Rebellion) decided
to recce Crazy Alan’s bike bash route, whilst the Boulder Mobile
headed west to take on the Stroud Navigation Canal (and associated
breweries/hostelries/inns!)
Stonehouse, a few miles west of Stroud
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The Stroud Navigation Canal (mainly)…
and erm, Mark fixing his bike somewhere
else.
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In any event, after varying degrees of cycling success during the day, the hashing might of HWH3 began to
descend upon the ancient Roman town of Cirencester. Not since the Roman forces attacked Corinium (ed:
not sure whether they actually did or not Gerry – just call it artistic license!) had the inhabitants faced such
peril.
I say descend, but maybe ‘drive in ever-decreasing circles’ might have been a better description – I bet the
Romans never had these problems with sat nav and trying to find the Brewery car park in Cirencester’s
fiendish one-way system. Still, Ant Hill Mob’s keg of Rebellion (which was supposed to last the entire weekend) was available for stressed driver relief, and as a result, had virtually disappeared by the time we’d all
showered and changed and were ready for that Friday night English staple – a curry.
The rather ‘cosy’ nature of both the dorms and the bathrooms at
The Barrels YHA gave prompted a rich vein of comedy quips:
“Are you offloading your dodgy nuts on me?”
“Is that your nut floating in my beer? Yes, you’ve obviously been
holding your pint too low….”
“Erm, I think I’ve discharged in the shower room...there’s a bit of
a mess in there.”
There was also the new fun game of ‘Hash Top Trumps’, a new
interactive digital experience. Basically, comparing Strava results
from the day’s cycling between the Ant Hill Mob ‘AHM’ and the
Boulder Mobile ‘BM’:

Category
Distance
Elevation
Biggest strop whilst
climbing to said highest
elevation
Top Speed
Comedy mechanical after
1km
Most gin consumed on a
bike ride

Winner
BM – 32km
Tie BM & AHM – 387m
Nikki (BM) Shouting /
throwing bike down

Philosopher Ale: “I think, therefore I drink.”

Matt (BM) 49km/h
Bellers (AHM)
Nikki (BM) 2 doubles

Evening meal: Raosi curry house
“An utterly characteristic interior with a relaxed welcoming feel is complemented by a constant hum of
conservation from happy customers and the bustle of well tuned out serving staff, darting from table to
table chatting with customers and taking orders.”
http://www.indianrasoi.org
Well, that set the stakes high…although I was left unsure what to expect from a ‘well tuned out’ waiter
– somebody extremely laid back? No, that wouldn’t go well with the need to be constantly ‘darting from
table to table’. A host of singing waiters perchance, maybe an impromptu Bollywood extravaganza?
Hmm…a bit difficult with all that ‘darting’ going on whilst making themselves heard about the ‘constant
hum of conversation’ – it was going to be an interesting curry in any event!
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[Porthos] “Do you know who I am?”
[D’Artagnan] “Do you know who I am?”
[Porthos] “No.”
[D’Artagnan] “Then we’re even.”
Sorry, did I lose you there for a minute? Bit of an in-joke…just ask Fat Boy about his plumage.
Now where were…ah yes, the Friday night hash curry. Now, in the past, this hasn’t exactly been a
rip-roaring success with waits of well over an hour for food combined with the delights of trying
to entertain ourselves in the meantime (memories of the Ludlow green chilli-eating competition
with Mick still smart). This time, the cunning plan was to split ourselves into pods of 3 or 4 and order appropriately – think of it as Hash-Curryopoly (there’s an idea for future years!) To be fair, this
worked a lot better, but I don’t think you’re ever going to settle a group bill that easily on a busy
Friday night, especially whilst dealing with the end-of-year Aussie cricket awards on the adjoining
table – strewth!

65535 “What joy to receive, from each towpath
dragonfly its dismissive glance.
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SATURDAY 22nd SEPTEMBER

Small but perfectly
formed...the rooms, that is.

Pre-Parkrun
“The weather forecast predicts a 92% chance of rain outside...
but it’s 100% dry inside, so I know exactly where I’m staying!”
[Nikki]
It was all very jolly over breakfast. Very jolly indeed. Some
might say it was so jolly that there was even a hint of
nervousness wafting through the air, mingling with the aroma
of fried eggs, sausages and bacon…oh hang on, there wasn’t
any as there was no Breakfast Club on account of Alan having
upgraded to Business Class (or B&B class?) Not quite so tough
now eh?
Watches synchronised, WC was the self-appointed responsible adult, although wearing his antiaircraft bike lock slung over his shoulder, he
looked more like a recalcitrant Beastie Boy
than a highly-decorated RAF officer. We set
off cycling round the Cirencester one-way
system with some trepidation…
“My parkrun wristband says I’m allergic to
penicillin...” [Fat Boy]
“I’m not too keen on anchovies myself…or
salmon either for that matter!” [Cockers]
“If I do go down, please do not resuscitate
me…especially you Mark – I do not want a
kiss of life from you!” [Sooper]

Nah, you’re OK...I’ll stay
in and dry my hair.”

Bellers: “I’m sure I left my bike in here somewhere?!”

Who’s the Daddy?!

Strict formation lads...
maintain your positions!
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Avorum Cultus Pecorumque [“Caring for the Fields and
the Beasts”]

- The Before & After shot
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“It’s all about the Strava!” [Wing Commander]
The Royal Agricultural University (1845) was the first agricultural college to be established in the
English-speaking world and formed the scenic backdrop for our parkrun, about 2 miles out of
Cirencester centre.
Hence, the detailed pre-run ‘geographic’ briefing, full of references to drought-stricken tree roots
(they stick up) and ha ha’s (you can fall down them!) Luckily, the organiser explained to us that the
ha ha had been coned off on health and safety grounds – there were no cattle but, “you can never
be too careful!”.

We could have done with some electrical charging that morning

- 0 A human shield was formed
around Sandra & Maggie

A rather tired photobombing attempt by
Sooper post-parkrun
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“The first rule of Hashopoly is: You do not talk about Hashopoly. The second rule of Hashopoly is:
You do not talk about Hashopoly.”
-

Roger’s Sermon on the Mount...oh OK then, the ledge
Hashopoly: part myth, part legend, part make-believe…it’s up to you,
young Padawan to decide which path you choose.
The problem was, I always seemed to choose the wrong path, and
this year, about five years in to Hashopoly, I was still no better off:
“Go for a distant ‘NONE’, and the colour will reveal itself to you.”
So went the prophetic (wholly made-up) saying, rather like one of
the Dalai Lama’s pearls of wisdom…but then what does he know
about Hashopoly?! Nothing as it turned out. Somehow Alan won
the game at a canter…no, make that at a walk. All those of us who
went bombing off in seventeen
different directions from HQ felt
rather stupid – largely for not
having the foresight to install an
insider on the official judging/
clue-providing/adjudicating team.
Suitably knackered and soaked
(even Cockers’ spaniel – Arthur
– was exhausted, and he’s
absolutely mental…Arthur that is, although come to mention it
Cockers isn’t much more advanced) we stumbled across a tiny
mews place for lunch - Heather’s Cafe – which served “The Best
Coffee Ever”. Funnily enough, a similarly exhausted WC & Fat Boy
retired to ‘The Wheel’ for “The Best Pie Ever” – something about
running the equivalent of a half-marathon in a monsoon before
lunchtime to whet the appetite I suspect?
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Are we having fun yet...are we?!”

18The best latte ever...
Is that Ken photobombing?!

The best chin
stroking ever...

The best pint
ever...

Cockers took a fancy
to this hare’s bottom
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Afternoon Bike Bash

Yeah, wake me up when we’re ready
to go...

The combination of the morning’s exertions
and the prospect of Crazy Alan’s ‘interesting’
bike course deterred a couple of our
number, who came up with long-standing
cycling injuries and made-up sick notes to
excuse themselves. So, whilst Sooper went
hummus-hunting and Nikki masqueraded as
a renegade bishop at the nearby Cirencester
installation (incidentally, a Lechery of Priests
is one of the official collective terms – could
have saved some time eh?!), the rest of us
heaved our weary bones onto our metal
steeds and headed off into the murky haze.

Having set off at ‘2-sharp’ (or 2.20pm after
the usual faff factor, the GM being the worst
culprit), we’d already taken bets on Bike
Bash Bingo; i.e. when would Hawkeye’s first
mechanical strike? Would it be one of his
famous ‘repaired’ inner tubes, would it be
the gearing mechanism (which he’d somehow
blame on his son), or would it be a wholly new excuse this time?

Take in those views!
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The ‘chain’ of events
2.1 km: Hawkeye’s chain came off /broke [I was too wet already to care – I just pictured a huge
holographic Ray Winstone hovering overhead offering the latest ‘Bet In Play!’ odds]
5.4 km: Sheep stuck on barbed wire fence. I’ve never seen so many people rushing to help an
animal in distress...especially Fat Boy who is apparently 50% Welsh (as well as 50% Irish, 50%
Australian and 50% English - who’d have thunk it?) and was already busy disrobing behind a pillar
when the news came that the sheep had just been freed. ‘Damn!’ he was heard to mutter.
12.7km: We lost Mark for a while. Somewhere down Nettle Alley. However, whilst we sat around
discussing whether to go back for him, he suddenly appeared, like an incomprehensibly cheerful
meerkat. On a Fat Bike. Shake that image if you can.

Q: How many hashers does it take to free a sheep from a barbed wire fence?
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Post-ride, Pre-evening
“Where’s Cooper - he’s got the room key? I bet he’s gone off to McDonalds again...he’s been
turned!”
Having returned wet (no hang on, we were wet before we set off – sodden might have been more
appropriate), we had expected a hero’s welcome from the non-bikers who had been sampling the
delights of Corinium, but no…barely a soul was back at the YHA, not least Sooper who held the
key to one of the 4-bed dorms.
Since the weekend keg of Rebellion had already been exhausted, we were forced to hit the wine
early whilst waiting for room keys and showers. This in turn led to a few rounds of Sloeseccos,
which in turn led to a mass expedition to Aldi to buy flat caps…luckily we ran out of time by then
as the quiz was about to start. Still, the Peaky Blinders were thus formed.

The inaugural meeting of the Peaky Blinders...ignore Hawkeye, he
was just there for the free booze.
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Sat evening Quiz
The Bees Knees pub looked like a stage set for a Guy Ritchie movie; a dodgy-looking guv’nor, an
almost deserted front room, and a couple of suspicious-looking regulars perched on bar stools
waiting for the Joshua fight, regarding us warily as we were shown through the pub out to a
dark alley out back…where the ‘deal’ was no doubt about to go down. I was quite thankful of my
Peaky Blinder flat cap, lest it was all about ‘kick off’.
Luckily, it was Kev who was the ‘real deal’, having set up his quiz room in the old skittle alley out
back, ably assisted by his ‘dolly dealers’: Kerry, Aud & Gary (sorry Gary!).

MC Furmiston is in da house

”Like a flake in that luv?”

Hard to scratch your head with a flat cap on
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Highlights of the evening
“We got 2500 points...the team next got about 600...I think we may have been mis categorised!”
[Hawkeye’s K4 disability ranking is up for an official review]
“At least I won the wanger swinging competition.”
[Cockers…before the official results of the wanger swinging competition were published]
•

European countries & Flags – looking at the scores, good job we’re leaving the EU…

•

Text Talk – BTW, IDRC but I’ve always wondered why Kev’s favourite sports brand was
ADIDAS?!

•

Numbers – the Great Wall of China is apparently almost 22,000km long…although the
circumference of the earth is only 40,000km, so some Chinese ‘fake news’ appears to be
afoot here [note: the official figure includes double counting, sections of walls built on top
of each other and just about every outlying building imaginable]

•

Skittles – or maybe ‘Crotchball’ played with a tennis ball in a pair of tights?

•

Mr & Mrs – remember that, if in doubt, the ‘Mrs’ is always right!
Alan
Alan
Alan

Macaroons

Peaky
Blinders

Not
Natalie

Virgin
Breakers

Round

Max

Bus
Passes

Pub Pics
Flags/Countries
Text Talk
The Chase
Numbers
Mr & Mrs
Tenable
Skittles
Who Am I?
Who Am I?
Who Am I?
Music

21
56
20
20
50
10
20
10
10
10
10
20
257

13
33
9
8
5
10
9
0
8
8
2
10
115

17
34
18
14
0
6
8
8
10
6
2
10
133

17
32
18
10
10
8
6
2
8
6
0
15
132

18
38
15
14
15
6
9
4
10
6
0
17
152

21
42
16
10
5
8
10
10
10
6
4
19
161

9
28
10
10
15
10
8
6
10
2
2
14
124

6

3

4

2

1

5

Positions
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SUNDAY 23rd SEPTEMBER
Ah the joys of bunkhouse banter!
[Mark] “Paul, do you know that when you sleep you
have really short panty breathing?”
[Paul] “Erm, no…probably because I was asleep.”
[Mark] “Well, I think you should have that checked
out.”
[Paul – looking very puzzled] “Oh, alright.”
[Hawkeye] “I kicked the ladder last night...did you
all hear that?!”
[Matt] “Try aiming for the bucket next time…and be
more quiet about it!”
On the bright side, there was only a 99% chance of
rain as we peered through the murky haze of the Tesco carpark, watching ducks sail by as puddles
turned into lakes and slate black clouds jostled for space on the horizon. Fingers crossed for that
1% chance of sunshine eh?
Everybody was huddled inside the bunkhouse until the very last possible second, before venturing out en masse to our meeting point in front of the cathedral (sorry, very large parish church)
in Cirencester town centre, where Yob and his Merry Men had gathered, complete with a very
dodgy looking carrier/body bag. Harmless japery as it turned out – merely comedy hats to be
worn by random hashers and to be swapped upon encountering 6ft ceramic hares, of which we
were assured there were many dotted around the hash.

Roger ready for plucking

The Three Wise Men of Marlow
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And for my
next trick, I’ll jump
through a hoop.

Where’s that
bloody hare then?!

Tina Turner...under a bridge..in Cirencester. Discuss.
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Two small meals and be sure to
clean his cage out regularly

The 50+ brigade undertake
their ‘On Back’ with customary
good grace

Wing Commander photobombing...top job!
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“In hare mythology, the hare is a creature with pagan, sacred and mystic associations, by turns
benign, cunning, romantic or, most famously, in its March courtship rituals, mad.”
Yup, mad. That’s exactly how we were regarded by the bemused Cirencestrians (is that a word?)…
decidedly mad, careering around town in our matching running tops (a rather splendid sapphire
blue I must say!), wearing an assortment of jester caps, afro wigs and skull caps.
Highlights of the Sunday hash:
•

Mr Eager’s beaver-like attraction to water continued undiminished – bridges, reedbeds,
swamps…if it was smelly and mucky, he was in it like a shot (who was he catching a lift
back home with again???)

•

Hat swapping. Far safer than wife swapping. Possibly less hygienic though.

•

Mike masquerading as The Childcatcher from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.

•

Cockers refusing to ‘mud slide’ for the cameras – Arthur was very keen though…can’t see
what his problem was?

•

Passing from HWH3 to Gloucester Gourmet Rules en route (still no idea what the rules
were?)

•

Sunday falsies – you wait a whole year for a False Trail, then 5 come along at once on the
Hash Away Weekend…luckily we all saw the funny side…ish.

•

The Romans - what had they ever done for us?!
0he ubiquitous Berkshire
Falsies

Athletic
showing-off
from Hels

Welcome to my
bridge...who shall pass?

The Shy & Retiring Aud goes past...
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“On the outskirts of the Cotswold town of Cirencester are the massive
earthwork remains of one of the largest Roman amphitheatres in
Britain. It was built in the early 2nd century, when the Roman city of
Corinium (now Cirencester) was second only to London in size and
importance, with a population of over 10,000. The amphitheatre
could hold about 8,000 spectators. After the Roman army left Britain,
it was fortified against Saxon invaders.”
Hence, as we rounded Cotswold Avenue after
roughly 5km we came across a legion of Roman soldiers gathered outside
a Scout Hut (although looking at the size of them, very few would have
qualified as fleet-footed scouts).Undeterred though, we ran ahead and met
up with Yob at the amphitheatre, whereupon we were served cupcakes,
prosecco and Cockburns port. So far, so normal for an away hash weekend.
However, as we took on (wholly unnecessary) calories, we turned to face
the terrifying force of the Roman army marching directly towards us…
well, it would have been terrifying had they not been led by a 67 year-old
retired accountant from Stroud called Barry, but still, suspend disbelief for a
moment and pretend that you were stood in our (very wet and squelchy) shoes facing down the
enemy.

Myself and Barry...I mean Octavio Septimus

Look at the size of those hands!

Ah the Romans, far more worthy than a meagre bullet point in an
HWH3 hash write-up …but let’s set the scene first:

Poppy barked…then Helles Belles barked…then Roger shouted something in a barky sort of
voice, but still the Romans kept advancing towards us…and more importantly towards our food
& drink stash. At this point, Mike (Mr Chips) was preparing to throw himself upon the advancing
hoards, but disaster was averted at the last minute when the legion swung a hard right into the
amphitheatre and began to run through their full ‘Britain’s Got Talent’ repertoire of marching
manoeuvres.

Unleash the hounds!

The Romans are coming!
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The hash had by now retreated to the high ground and proceeded to shout encouragement/
insults/threats at the soldiers parading down below. Cries of “I’m Spartacus!” rang out, but the
steely-faced warriors continued their choreographed routines before the centurion (aka Barry)
addressed the crowd and detailed the display of death-defying firepower they were about to
demonstrate. Three weapons – all lethal in expert hands – had been placed in a semi-circle
pointing towards a group of shields
which signified the enemy.

Occupying the higher (moral?) ground

“Ohhhh...ahhhh”, rang out the cries
as Barry gave the signal and the
Roman soldiers were instructed to
fire at will…I said fire at will…go on,
fire the bloody weapons then!!!
Perhaps the hands were not quite
so expert?

The scorpio (a mounted crossbow
device) fired first, and to be fair, was pretty impressive, impaling one of the targets, and then
another…and another…all before the ballista (a heavy missile weapon) and the onager (a
catapult) had even fired a single shot. [Note: I’m presuming these were the actual weapons after
a cursory Google search, but Gerry will no doubt correct me, and I’ll blame exhaustion/poor
eyesight/Yob’s port]
The best was yet to come though – having
been wound back for about 2 minutes,
the onager was loaded with (what looked
like) a melon and unleashed [note: I don’t
think ‘Unleash the melons’ would be the
most fearsome war cry ever - a bit too
Python-esque if you ask me]. In any event,
that melon flew! I mean really flew! It was
launched into orbit, and was still ascending
as it summited the outer amphitheatre,
soaring over the 100 ft high trees on the far side and, as far as we knew, was still going as it
cleared the A429 dual carriageway on its way into Cirencester Park. At least we hoped it had
cleared the main road…or perhaps we didn’t – it would have made for a most amusing traffic
report had a Gala melon bought two lanes of traffic to a standstill on a damp Sunday afternoon…
what a hare-brained idea that would have been?!
Excitement over, we trotted back over the bridge and towards the cathedral (sorry, I mean large
parish church) or at least we would have done so had Doormat not pointed out an alternative
“far more scenic” route back through Cirencester Park. A number of us duly took this route,
and proceeded to curse Doormat as we headed out of town on the road towards Stroud before
heading back through a teeny tiny gate – “You can’t miss it!” – and finally back through the park
and into town.
To be fair though, it was all very scenic, as was the entire hash, so many thanks to Yob, Bernie and
Doormat for an excellent Away Weekend Hash Run…and of course to the GM for organising the
whole event.
All as mad as a march hare…or perhaps, as mad as a hash-er? Perhaps hashing has been around
for longer than anybody had previously thought?
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One of the Picts
flushed out of the undergrowth by the Romans

Port & Pringles...don’t mind if
I do thanks Yob!

and so finally has
Mark...although not until
just outside Oxford!

Arthur’s had enough at the end of a
long weekend...

Post hash Sunday Roast
at The Six Bells. Great food,
shame about the beer
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EPILOGUE
“Actually, my favourite part was ‘everything’! It was a great time, even the bits I didn’t like….”
FAVOURITE WEEKEND MOMENT

LEAST FAVOURITE

Ian Cockerill
Least favourite was the rain.... and the last
Positives were the barrel of Philosopher that beer...
was supposed to last the weekend but only
lasted one night....
Mark Bellamy
The Hash arranging for a legion of Roman
Soldiers to be present at the On Inn.
The availability of Port was the best change
to Hashing in years and must be adopted for
all future runs.
Simon Kent
Looking back over my shoulder on the Friday
bike ride to see the others slavishly following me trying to get their bikes over ‘the
fence we shouldn’t have been going over’
when I became slightly lost and we started
going ‘off-road off-road’.
Paul Evans
Beastie Boy Kent (with his massive bike
chain)

The 12 Bells did not serve the best beer we
had ever had (unlike The Crown)
Having to be a Chess level Grandmaster to
solve the ‘One way street conundrum’ in
order to get into the Brewery carpark
Sandra officiating in the Hashopoly competition which Crazy won as a ‘Walking FRB’?!

The GM’s numerous inappropriate referenc- Waiting around cold and wet after Satures to Helen and Aaron’s personal life.
day’s bike bash for Sooper to return with
the room key…instead of simply asking for
Paul’s ‘speed chocolates’ back at the YHA.
second key as Nickey sensibly did!
The Hash team running together at parkrun. Mark having first mechanical <1km into Friday Ride…followed by Hawkeye’s customary
Oh, and Mark finally falling asleep in the van mechanicals on Saturday’s bash.
on way home.
The Mad Woman at the YHA.
Birthday Sloesecco
Wing Commander thinking the pie he was
eating at The Crown on Saturday (after
Hashopoly) was ‘The Best Pie’ he’d ever
eaten…followed by ‘The Best Sunday lunch’
he’d ever had at The Six Bells post-hash….
he’s easily pleased is WC!
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Funny hats gallery

By Matt, the scribbler, Nobel Wright
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